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Data for drawing pie chart worksheet

arrow_back Back to Pie Charts Whether you want a homework, some cover work or a beautiful bit of extra practice, this is the place for you. And best of all they all (well, most!) come with answers. Content Mathster is a fantastic resource for creating online and paper-based assessments and homeworks. They kindly
allowed me to create 3 editable versions of each worksheet, complete with answers. Worksheet Name 1 2 3 Pie Cards 1 2 3 Corbett Math keyboard_arrow_up Back to Top Corbett Mathematics offers outstanding, original exam-style questions on any topic, as well as videos, previous papers and 5-a-day. It's really one of
the best sites around. In mathematics worksheet on pie chart, students can practice different types of questions about pie charts. From the data given, we need to calculate the central angle of the components to construct the questions given in worksheet on pie chart. 1. Mr. X monthly income is $14400. The monthly
expenses of his family on several items are given below. Item Rental Food Apparel Education Savings Expenses (in Dollar) 4000 5400 2800 1800 400 Represents the above data through a pie chart. 2. In a Animal Science park there are 1000 creatures as per the following table given below: Beast Animals Land Other
Land Animals Birds Water Animals Reptiles 150 400 225 175 50 Represents the above data by a pie chart. 3. Various forms of transport used by 1260 students in a given school are given below: School Bus Private Bus bike Rickshaw On foot 350 245 210 175 280 Represents the above data by a pie chart. 4. The data
below shows number of hours spent by a schoolboy on different activities on a workday. Activity School Homework Play Sleeps Other Total No. of hours 7 4 2 8 3 24 Represents the above data through a pie chart. 5. In a company there are 1080 workers of different religions. The data from the different religion are given
below: Religion Hindu Nepali Islam Christian No. of workers 450 270 255 105 Draw a pie chart to represent the above data. 6. The marks obtained by Sam in an examination are given below: Subject English French Mathematics Science Social Science Marks Achieved 105 75 150 120 90 Represents the above data by a
pie chart. Tip: Total points obtained = (105 + 75 +150 +120 + 90) = 540. 7. The following table gives the number of different fruits kept in an impediment. Type fruit Mangoes Apples Oranges Coconuts Pomegranates Number 26 30 21 5 6 Represents the above data by a pie chart. Tip: Total number of fruits = 90Worksheet
on Pie Chart 8. The following data shows the agricultural production in India during a certain year. Foodgrain Rice Wheat Coarse Grain Pulses Production (in millions 19 Draw a pie chart to represent the above data. Tip: Total production (57 + 76 + 38 + 19) million tonnes = 190 million tons. 9. Below is the result of an
annual examination of a class, showing the percentage of students in each category.      First Division Second Division Third Division Failed 25% 45% 20% 10% Represents the above data through a pie chart. 10. The following table shows the percentage of buyers of four different brands of bath soap.     Brand A B C D
Percentage of buyers 20% 40% 25% 15% Represent the above data by a pie chart. B. Tick (✔) the correct answer in each of the following: 1. Mr. Bond's monthly income is $2400 and his monthly expenses on rent are $250. The central corner of the sector representing rental expenses in the pie chart will be
.....................     (a) 30° (b) 37 ¹/₂° (c) 45° (d) 60° 2. If 35% of people living in a location are Sikhs, the central corner of the sector representing the Sikh community in the pie chart will be (a) 108° (b) 115° (c) 126° (d) 135° 3. If in the pie chart representing the number of students opting for different study streams from a
total strength of 1650 students, the central corner of the sector representing Art Students is 48°, what is the number of students who opted for Kunsstroom?     (a) 220 (b) 240 (c) 275 (d) 320 4. In the pie chart representing the percentages of students who have interest in reading different types of books, the central corner
of the sector representing student reading novels is 8l° What is the percentage of students interested in reading novels?     (a) 15 % (b) 18 % (c) 22 ¹/₂° (d) 27 ¹/₂° Answers for the worksheet on pie chart are given below to check the exact answer. Answers: B.     1. (b) 2. (c) 3. (a) 4. (c) ● Pie Cards or Pie GraphsPie
Chart● Pie Charts or Pie Graphs - Worksheet on Pie Chart 8th Grade Maths Practice From Worksheet on Pie Chart to HOMEPAGE Didn't find what you were looking for? Or want to know more information about Mathematics Only Mathematics. I'm pretty sure a Net Book is still a thing? If not, just tell kids it's a soon-
released Apple product and they'll be psychic. Homework 1 - Make a pie chart for the data below. Label sections by coloring each section chart and creating a key. Homework 2 - Make a pie chart for each set of data below. Homework 3 - Determine the percentage that contributed each piece of data to the whole.
Hopefully you have your thrities handy. Practice 1 - Create a circle or circle or pie chart for each data graph below. Practice 2 – We vote on our favorite animal, clothing and accessories. 3 - Some interesting games can be found here. The standard does not include five variables, four is the limit as you'll see on the
quizzes. Quiz 1 - It's all about chart creation. Quiz 2 - A circle or pie chart is based on the concept of percentage of the whole. It displays the % contribution of each piece of data to the whole. Quiz 3 - Cut up your pie chart using the percentages you determined. In this worksheet, we will practice how to construct a pie
chart and find the central corners of its sectors. Q3: The given figure shows the grades students in an exam. What is the central corner of the division that represents students who have received a degree of excellent? Q4: Find the measures of the corners of the reading and travel sectors in this pie chart. A96.4∘, 160.8∘
B68.4∘, 205.2∘ C68.4∘, 136.8∘ D57.6∘, 115.2∘ E50.4∘, 100.8∘ Q5: Daniel interviewed the people in his school to find their favorite sport. He displayed the data in a pie chart. The same number of people prefer gymnastics as cross country. What is the corner of the sector that represents gymnastics? The number of
people who prefer baseball is 38. How many people prefer hockey? How many people were interviewed al almther? Q6: A jeweller makes a pair of earrings by cutting two 62∘ from a silver circular disc. Determine, up to the nearest milligram, how much milligram weighs the silver wedge for each earring as the weight of
the silver disk 2.8 g. Q7 is: Scarlett examined the favorite snacks of the students in her degree and is going to display the data in a pie chart. SnackChipsFruitChocolateYogurtNutsFrequency312248712 How many students did his recording? To put the data in a pie chart, she needs to calculate the measure of the corner
of the sector that would represent one person. Calculate the measure of this angle. Find the measure of the corner of the sector that represents the students who prefer chocolate. Find the measure of the corner of the smallest sector. Q8: Calculate the central corner of the division that shows the percentage of Italian
tourists visiting a country in 2005. Q9: A pie chart will be used to show the number of tourists, in thousands, who visited a country in 2005. The table shows the number of tourists, but the angle of each sector of the pie chart is missing. What is the exact corner of the sector representing the French tourists? Nationality
American Egyptian Italian French Total Number of Tourists8002807601602,000Angle360∘ Q10: The following frequency table shows the favorite colors of students in a school. ColorFrequencySector AngleRed⋯72∘Blue15⋯∘Green3584∘Purple2560∘Black3072∘White1536∘ Find the missing frequency. Find the
missing sector corner. Q11: What is the corner of a sector representing 23 of the frequencies? FreeFreeReport a problem This is designed for British teachers. View U.S. version . . .
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